
Elevate your on-premises  
workloads with cloud benefits
The rise of IT complexity and operational toil are  
closely intertwined. In order to increase productivity  
and simplify operations, automation and observability  
are key. 

Dell’s services are designed to provide the 
implementation, customization, configuration and 
automation of multicloud infrastructure services, as well 
as providing operations and cost management across your 
cloud environments. You’ll gain the benefits of a multicloud 
platform with key automation and integration features to 
quickly drive agility and value, along with deep visibility into 
the performance characteristics of the platform.

Provide cloud services with 
automation and integration of key 
infrastructure & applications

Dell Technologies 
Services

•  Over 10,000 
transformation 
projects completed

•  Focus on beneficial 
and lasting change 
utilizing best 
practices

•  Proven approach to 
drive outcomes

•  Harmonize business 
and IT needs

Simplify and create a 
consistent cloud experience 
with automation

Gain visibility into operations 
and performance of your 
VMware Cloud infrastructure

Operationalize your 
cloud to deliver IT 
services  

Dell Services for VMware Aria



Services for VMware Aria

Create a consistent cloud experience with automation
•  Rapidly set up and manage multicloud environments through an intuitive, self-service  

consumption platform  

•  Expand multi-cloud service catalog options and management integration points by offloading  
manual tasks with advanced workflows and agile templating

•  Extend the cloud platform to support public cloud hyperscalers, multi-site availability, along  
with cost visibility and observability of the platform

Gain visibility into operations and performance of your VMware  
Cloud infrastructure
•  Increase ROI and reduce unplanned downtime within your virtual infrastructure

•  Accelerate agility and unify operations with proactive performance and capacity management,  
planning and operations with actionable insights 

•  Extend the capabilities in a stretched configuration including multiple fault domains and collector  
groups including visibility into your regulatory compliance

Implementation Services for VMware Aria Automation

Implementation Services for VMware Aria Operations

•  Build a desired configuration once and enforce it through the lifecycle, with workloads automatically 
provisioned and managed by VMware Aria Automation

• Extend software deployment, security compliance enforcement, vulnerability management and other   
 provisioned workload configuration management

Implementation Services for VMware Aria Automation Config

•  Provide centralized cloud costs and usage management for a multicloud environment utilizing 
VMware Aria Cost 

•  Create the ability to dynamically allocate costs to business groups and establish accountability among 
multicloud users, building confidence around budgets and forecasts

Implementation Services for VMware Aria Cost powered by CloudHealth
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Let users provision and manage VMs through their everyday ServiceNow 
interface
•  Enable self-service provisioning or decommissioning of virtual machines using ServiceNow integration with 

Aria Automation

•  Enable Day 2 self-service operations to use ServiceNow to power virtual machines on or off and 
reconfigure VM CPU and memory through Aria Automation

Explore Dell 
Consulting Services

Contact a Dell 
Technologies expert

View more 
resources

Join the conversation with 
#DellTechnologies

Integration Services for ServiceNow with VMware Aria

Operationalize your cloud to deliver IT services
•  Increase productivity eliminating manual or semi-manual tasks

• Gain predictability and consistency by integrating key systems with your multicloud environment

•  Respond to cloud consumers with fast and agile IT service delivery by providing the resources cloud 
consumers need, in the way they need it to be delivered

Integration Service for VMware Aria Automation

Take the next step in your path to multicloud with Dell Technologies Services
Utilizing VMware’s Aria suite enables you to provide hybrid or multicloud services to your cloud  
consumers  through automated processes and operational visibility across your entire cloud infrastructure. 
Dell Technologies Services offers an extensive portfolio to empower your teams and help you realize your 
business outcomes for multicloud. 

https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/services/consulting-services/index.htm#tab0=0
https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/forms/contact-us/innovate-with-services.htm
https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/services/consulting-services/multicloud.htm
https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/services/consulting-services/multicloud.htm

